
Friends,  
 
US GDP 
The final results for 2Q GDP were released recently from the National Bureau of Economic Research, and 
were revised up substantially to 1.4% from 1.1%; a higher upward revision than expected according to 
First Trust, and much of the upside driven by consumer spending (see attached).  With the third quarter 
behind us as well, First Trust is estimating that GDP accelerated to 2.5% due to a pickup in business 
spending and continued strong consumer spending.  Low unemployment, strong job formation figures, 
and better-than-expected consumer confidence (University of Michigan survey consumer confidence 
data released Friday showed August sentiment climbed higher than expected) should be supportive of 
GDP picking up into the end of the year. 
 
US OIL RIG COUNT 
After bottoming out this May to the lowest levels since the data was measured, the US oil rig count has 
begun to inch higher.  With oil prices in the ~$45/bbl range and rig count growing it seems that the 
decline in profits for the US oil industry may be behind us, and the energy sector won’t be such a drag 
on US corporate profits as it has been for the last year or so.  Also, according to Bloomberg News, last 
week OPEC announced a production cut from 33mn bbl/day to 32.5mn bbl/day.  This may not seem like 
a lot, but considering the expectations that OPEC will produce without limits, this was a surprise to the 
oil markets, and helped crude rise almost 6% in September (according to Bloomberg).  This cut should be 
supportive of prices, but considering the capacity for US rig count to continue rising, it seems unlikely 
we’re going to see any dramatic increase in oil prices in the near term. 
 
US ELECTION 
And since the election is still the hot topic, especially after last week’s debate, I’ve attached from MFS’ 
“By The Numbers: US Election Edition” for some interesting historical data on US stock market 
performance and interest rate direction during election years.  Less than two months to go before we’ll 
have to find something else to think about driving the markets! 
 
 


